Luminous Egress-Path-Marking Systems
Certified for the US and Canada

EVERRGLOW NA INC
1122 INDUSTRIAL DR
PO BOX 830
MATTHEWS, NC 28106 USA

Photoluminescent Floor Proximity Egress Path Marking Systems - Model(s) yy.AAxxxxzz.

Where:

yy = denotes Luminance grade and construction type
15 = EverGlow HI150 luminance grade, aluminum STRIPS, MARKERS, OR SIGNS
59 = EverGlow HI150 luminance grade, EverGlow TAMPER RESISTANT FILMS & TAPES
49 = EverGlow HI150 luminance grade, EverGlow PREMIUM FILMS & TAPES
17 = EverGlow HI300, TL300 luminance grade, aluminum STRIPS, MARKERS, OR SIGNS
60 = EverGlow HI300, TL300, EverGlow TAMPER RESISTANT FILMS & TAPES
50 = EverGlow HI300, TL300, EverGlow PREMIUM FILMS & TAPES

AA = any letter AA-ZZ that denotes market region

xxxx = any numerical number from 0000-9999 that denotes product dimensions & description

zz = Blank for Luminance grade EverGlow HI150, or EverGlow HI300
TL for Luminance grade EverGlow TL300

UL Directory:
http://database.ul.com/cgi-bin/XYV/template/LISEXT/1FRAME/index.htm

EverGlow Listings: